We have used Mount Wilson Observatory calcium K-line images, digitized and flat fielded by the solar group at UCLA, to construct Carrington maps of Ca ii 3934 Å intensity for the years . These maps have a spatial resolution comparable to the resolution of Carrington maps of the magnetic field observed at Kitt Peak and a spectral resolution comparable to the width of the K 232 emission. Consequently, they provide a way of tracking the spatial distribution of magnetic flux from the present back to the year 1915. In this paper, we compare some of the recent K-line maps with corresponding maps of magnetic field, and show examples of K-line maps during earlier sunspot cycles when high-quality magnetograms were not available. Then, we use butterfly diagrams and super-synoptic displays to summarize the long-term evolution of the patterns of calcium intensity. Although each cycle has characteristics that are similar to the others, cycle 19 is remarkable for its broad latitudinal distribution of active regions, for its giant poleward surges of flux, and for the emergence of a north-south asymmetry that lasted 10 years.
INTRODUCTION
The Sun has just emerged from the longest and deepest sunspot minimum in living memory. (See Cranmer et al. 2010 , and papers contained therein.) Nine sunspot cycles have passed since the last extended minimum in 1913, and five cycles have passed since the second weakest minimum in 1954. Thus, the recent sunspot minimum during 2008-2009 was a quiet reminder that all sunspot cycles are not the same and that historical observations may provide insight into the operation of the sunspot cycle.
Motivated by this reminder, we have used the archive of daily Ca ii K-line spectroheliograms, digitized and flat fielded by the solar physics group at UCLA (Lefebvre et al. 2005; Bertello et al. 2010) , to construct Carrington maps of K-line intensity, spanning the 70 year interval . Detailed descriptions of the individual K-line images are given on the Web site of the Mount Wilson Solar Photographic Archive Digitization Project 3 and in the recent papers of Ermolli et al. (2009) and Foukal et al. (2009) . In addition, detailed descriptions of the spectroheliograph are given by Ellerman (1919) for the initial years of operation and by Title (1966) for the mid-1960s.
Because the enhanced K 232 emission is closely related to the occurrence of magnetic fields (Leighton 1959) , we expect these Carrington maps to indicate the magnetic flux distribution during prior sunspot cycles when magnetograms were not available. Consequently, the maps may be useful for constraining models of magnetic flux transport on the surface of the Sun during multiple sunspot cycles (Wang et al. 2002; Schrijver et al. 2002; Mackay 2003; Baumann et al. 2004; Jiang et al. 2010) , or flux-transport models of the solar dynamo (Wang et al. 1991; Choudhuri et al. 1995; Küker et al. 2001; Charbonneau 2005; Dikpati 2005; Dikpati & Gilman 2009; Muñoz-Jaramillo et al. 2010; Karak 2010) . In addition, the maps may be useful for estimating the long-term contribution of facula emission to the total solar irradiance (Foukal & Lean 1988; Lean et al. 1998; Krivova et al. 2007; Lean 2010) . 1 Now at Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA. 2 Now at Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544, USA. 3 http://ulrich.astro.ucla.edu/MW_SPADP/index.html After describing our map-making procedure, we illustrate the quality of the resulting maps by comparing a relatively clean calcium map during Carrington rotation 1683 (1979 with the corresponding map of photospheric magnetic field obtained at Kitt Peak. Then, working backward from the present, we show examples of maps obtained during earlier times and summarize the entire data set in butterfly diagrams of the longitudinally averaged intensity and in socalled super-synoptic displays (Ulrich et al. 2002) . As we shall see, cycle 19 stands out for its wide belts of solar activity, for its giant poleward surges of flux, and for the north-south asymmetry that emerged just after sunspot maximum and persisted until the peak of cycle 20.
THE MAP-MAKING PROCEDURE
We generated Carrington maps of Ca ii K-line intensity in the traditional manner described by Harvey & Worden (1998) and Ulrich & Boyden (2006) for Carrington maps of photospheric magnetic field. In particular, we cropped each daily image along meridians within 60
• from the central meridian; we transformed the cropped images to a rectangular (longitude, sine latitude) coordinate system (correcting for the effect of the apparent tilt, B 0 , of the Sun's rotational axis, but ignoring the 0.
• 5 variation between the lines of sight to different points on the Sun's disk).
We deposited these daily "minimaps" into the Carrington grid using a cos 4 (φ − φ 0 ) weighting that favors the central meridian, φ 0 , over more remote longitudes, φ, up to the 60
• limit. The 60
• limit was a compromise between spatial resolution and data continuity; smaller limits produced less spatial blurring, but more data gaps. The maps were not sensitive to the amount of weighting; we chose the fourth power simply to match the weighting used for the National Solar Observatory (NSO) magnetograms (Harvey & Worden 1998) . It was necessary to remove the streaks that resulted from superimposing these minimaps, but this was relatively easy to do. We simply divided the Carrington map by a "streak map," obtained by setting the intensities of the individual K-line images equal to unity before applying the map-making procedure. We did not attempt to calibrate the images. Instead, we made histograms of each image and normalized the "intensity" to the background value, taken to be the most commonly occurring value in the distribution (i.e., the mode). Also, we allowed for slight variations in image size by normalizing to the total number of pixels in the image. Because each fits file contained a rectangular array, we masked each image by setting the intensity of the array equal to zero outside the nearly circular solar disk before calculating the histograms and normalizing to the total number of pixels. This meant obtaining the coordinates of the center of the disk from the header and sometimes changing those coordinates before trimming the image.
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We did not use all of the images, but instead chose the best image for each day. We did this for each month, occasionally recentering the image within our circular blackout mask when it was off center. Even when the best image was unsuitable for the Carrington map, we still retained it temporarily on the chance that it might fill in a large data gap and thereby permit the calculation of an otherwise indeterminate roll angle or the identification of an incorrectly marked image. Then, we rejected it before making the final map.
Next, we determined the orientations of these images relative to solar north (i.e., we measured the roll angles). We did this for all of the images obtained during 1915-1985 regardless of whether their headers contained roll information or whether the images had pole markers superimposed on them. When roll angles were available in the headers, our determinations usually agreed with them within 1
• -2 • . However, even during these times, our measurements invariably revealed one or two discrepancies during each rotation. The discrepancies were due to a variety of causes including incorrect roll angles in the headers or incorrect roll calculations caused by images that were out of order, mislabeled, or upside down. So, this procedure not only corrected roll errors, but also corrected other human errors that would have adversely affected the Carrington maps. As documented below, such errors were present in only a few percent of the individual calcium images, but this translates to almost every Carrington map when one selects images in 38 day sequences for the map construction.
We took several steps to make the maps. First, we crosscorrelated consecutive images in each Carrington rotation (plus the contributing images that occurred five days beyond each end of the rotation). This was a time-consuming calculation that we ran in batch mode when rolls were desired for several rotations. Next, we examined the calculated rolls for discrepancies between the values obtained when each image was correlated with the previous and following image. Such discrepancies revealed a variety of problems such as images that had wrong dates, wrong parities, non-circular shapes, different sizes, or images that were isolated by long data gaps. If we were able to fix the problem, we repeated the cross-correlation visually by blinking the consecutive rectangular minimaps on the computer screen and adjusting trial roll angles until the individual solar features coincided or shifted east-west along the screen. This process was efficient for catching images whose header dates or times were wrong and it provided an estimate of the discrepancy between our roll-angle measurements and the header values.
The next step was to display the entire sequence of images in a time-lapse movie. This helped to determine whether the images were in order with the proper rolls. Also, it provided a useful way of excluding unwanted images from the Carrington map. Such unwanted images included cosmetically flawed images, images with streaks caused by clouds, images that were so far off the line center that they did not show faculae, and images that lacked contrast due to poor seeing or improper flat fielding. This exclusion process was subjective; we occasionally retained a slightly flawed image if it filled in a large data gap in the resulting Carrington map without degrading the map too much. Finally, we excluded the pole markers by replacing sufficiently dark features near the poles with neutral gray. Occasionally, we had to adjust the darkness threshold to avoid removing segments of polar crown filaments from the map.
The result was a collection of data files that we saved for future use. The Carrington maps were stored in 928 fits files and the corresponding roll angles were placed in separate data files. For the original flat-fielded images, we reproduced the file structure that we found in the MWO archive, listed by year and month. However, within each of these monthly directories, we created two subdirectories-a "good" subdirectory containing all of the images that we used in the map construction and a "bad" subdirectory containing the images that we rejected. The reasons for the rejection included cosmetic and instrumental defects as well as the human errors mentioned above, including images with unknown dates and images that were upside down.
At the time of this writing, the "good" directories contain 15,086 images and the "bad" directories contain 530 images. This means that we rejected about 3% of the images that we had initially selected as the best ones for each day. Some of the files in the "good" directories have suffixes added to their names, indicating that those images had problems that we were able to fix. They include 99 images with new dates, 90 images that were recentered, and 1014 images during 1980-1985 that had to be reversed because they were upside down. (Initially, we simply rejected images that were upside down because they occurred only about 1% of the time or less. However, toward the end of the project, we discovered that all of the files during 1980-1985 were systematically upside down, and therefore wrote software to reverse them.)
We started the map-making procedure in mid July 2010. By the end of the first week of September, we had constructed all of the maps for the interval . It took two more weeks for one of us (N.R.S.) to make the maps for the interval 1980-1985-one week to reverse all of the images (which were systematically upside down) and then to make the maps for these corrected images, and another week to discover and correct a systematic 8 hr time shift, associated with the time difference between Mount Wilson and Greenwich. The result of this 9 week activity was a directory of 928 Carrington maps spanning the years 1915-1985. Only nine Carrington rotations (1140, 1147-1151, 1210, 1726, and 1756) were left out. In addition, we produced 928 tables of measured roll angles and the accompanying software. Together, the roll angles and software allow one to easily remake the Carrington maps using other input parameters (such as minimap size, longitudinal weighting, spatial resolution, or alternate ways of allowing for differential rotation or for the slightly non-parallel lines of sight to different parts of the solar disk). In addition, some of the Carrington maps still contain defects that we may be able to remove (without introducing data gaps) by excluding additional cloud-streaked images. We are planning to make this material available to the solar community as part of the Mount Wilson Solar Photographic Archive Digitization Project. at Kitt Peak during rotation 1683 (starting date 1979 June 19). This was late in the rising phase of sunspot cycle 21 when large regions of trailing polarity were migrating poleward in each hemisphere. In the K-line map, these regions are separated from neighboring regions of opposite polarity by dark filaments. In particular, the lines of east-west oriented filaments at high latitude indicate that the polar fields had not yet reversed at this time.
Also, some dark sunspots are visible in the K-line map. If such photospheric features are large enough, they are sometimes visible through the K 3 chromosphere, as we have seen previously in especially high-quality Kitt Peak spectroheliograms obtained with a bandpass of 0.09 Å (Shine 1973; Bailey & Sheeley 1969 ). This may be why the sunspots are visible in the Carrington map for rotation 1683. However, in general, we observed many images in which sunspots were visible because the bandpass was too wide or because the exit slit was inadvertently placed too far from the line core. This was especially true during the early years (cycles 15-17) when the spectral bandpass was broad, but it was not limited to those years. Because we were not always able to exclude such "photospheric" images from our map construction (without producing unwanted data gaps), they are a source of sunspot visibility in many of the Carrington maps. (Howard et al. 1967) . (A black and white version of this map is also given in Figure 1 of Bumba & Howard 1965.) During this time, a large region of negative (red), trailing-polarity flux was migrating poleward from the northern-hemisphere sunspot belts to strengthen the new polar field. In contrast, the southern hemisphere showed much less activity, especially above 40 This north-south asymmetry was also present in Carrington rotation 1419 (starting date 1959 October 2), shown in Figure 3 . At this time, the trailing-polarity region extended across the northern hemisphere (except for a data gap east of 75
• longitude). It is the largest poleward surge that we have seen in all of the K-line maps going back to the year 1915.
The north-south asymmetry continued through sunspot minimum in 1964 and was present until the end of 1969 (White & Trotter 1977) . In Figure 4 , the Carrington maps for rotation 1508 (starting date 1966 May 25) and 1514 (starting date 1966 November 5) show this asymmetry two years after sunspot minimum. In addition to the asymmetry, one can see segments of an east-west oriented disk filament poleward of the northernhemisphere active regions. As we shall see later, this filament gradually migrated to the north pole and disappeared there in the first half of 1967. Figure 5 shows that this asymmetry was also visible in the High Altitude Observatory eclipse image on November 12 (Newkirk et al. 1968 ). In the southern hemisphere, the corona still had its sunspot minimum configuration, dominated by the south polar coronal hole. This dominance of the south polar coronal hole occurred in spite of the relatively small number of south polar faculae (and therefore weak south polar field) during this time (Sheeley 2008) .
According to Babcock (1959) , the Sun's north and south polar fields weakened in 1957 and then went their separate ways. In the south, the polar field reversed gradually during 1957 and became strong by the end of the year. In the north, the polar field remained weak until late in 1958 when it suddenly reversed. Figures 2 and 3 showed a large surge of trailing-polarity flux heading toward the north pole in 1959. Now, Figure 6 shows a large region of enhanced K-line emission heading poleward from the southern-hemisphere sunspot belt two years earlier in Carrington rotation 1394 (starting date 1957 November 19). We suppose that this was a surge of trailing-polarity (positive) flux on its way to strengthen the south polar field. This map also shows dark filaments winding between the numerous, closely spaced active regions, including one active region located at a north latitude ∼45
• (sine latitude ≈ 0.7). We have the impression that such high-latitude active regions occurred more frequently in sunspot cycle 19 than in any other cycle during the years . Figure 7 shows Carrington maps for rotation 1259 (starting date 1947 October 21) and 1261 (starting date 1947 December 14) when a large surge of chromospheric emission was headed toward the south pole. By 1947 December, that surge stretches across the entire southern hemisphere and is separated from the south pole by fragments of a polar crown filament. The presence of this filament implies that the south polar field had not yet reversed and that the surge had the negative polarity of the trailing fields of the southern hemisphere.
In Figure 8 , the Carrington map for rotation 1245 (starting date 1946 October 4) shows a long disk filament winding between poleward migrating patterns of emission in the northern hemisphere. This implies that both polarities were migrating poleward and that the filament was separating positive-polarity flux from the negative-polarity flux of the unreversed north polar field. In particular, the break in the filament near 200
• longitude is similar to the polar-crown filament gaps that McIntosh (1980) identified in Hα synoptic maps during sunspot cycles 20 and 21, and which contained extensions of the polar coronal holes. Thus, we suppose that this filament gap in 1946 October also contained an extension of the north polar coronal hole. This suggests the possibility of comparing these maps with long-term records of geomagnetic activity as a way of studying the origin and long-term evolution of the solar wind. A wide equatorial swath, devoid of strong activity, separates this northern-hemisphere activity belt from the broader distribution of decaying active regions in the southern hemisphere. The reduced visibility of disk filaments suggests that a wider spectral bandpass was used during this time. Figure 11 shows the distribution of Ca ii K-line emission during rotations 854 (starting date 1917 July 23) and 856 (1917 September 16) near the peak of the slightly stronger sunspot cycle 15. Even these images show some disk filaments and some faint patches of K-line intensity extending eastward and poleward from the activity belts.
Up to this point we have concentrated on the years around sunspot maximum, comparing the enhanced activity from cycle to cycle. Now, in contrast, we show Carrington maps obtained during sunspot minimum in 1954 when the polar regions contained relatively large numbers of faculae (Sheeley 2008) and the lower latitudes were relatively quiet. Figure 12 shows Carrington maps for rotations 1346 (starting date 1954 April 20) and 1351 (starting date 1954 September 3) when the south and north poles were tilted toward Earth. In the favorable hemisphere (south in spring, north in fall), the short, east-west elongated streaks correspond to polar faculae that have been stretched in the map construction.
In the unfavorable hemisphere, the brighter enhancements along the edges of the maps were produced by the distortion of high-latitude faculae near the edge of the disk and the blurring of these distorted regions in the map construction. Part of the adjacent darkened area corresponds to places that were invisible on the back side of the Sun as seen from Earth. However, an extra part of this darkened area is caused by an artificial reduction of intensity for pixels that lie near the edge of the disk where a bidirectional interpolation was not possible. This extra area is lost when the scaling of the Carrington map exceeds this reduced intensity.
INITIAL STUDIES
As a first step in our analysis of these Carrington maps, we have constructed "butterfly diagrams" of longitudinally averaged intensity expressed as a function of time (horizontal axis) and sine latitude (vertical axis). The objective of this procedure was to see how the latitudinal distribution of enhanced calcium emission varies from cycle to cycle and, in particular, to see if we could detect the migration of flux from the sunspot belts to the poles.
The top panel of Figure 13 shows such a butterfly diagram for the entire interval . In this display, the butterfly wings of each sunspot cycle are not smooth, but have a fine structure composed of contributions from individual active regions. Some of these features slant steeply upward toward the poles, as seen in the northern hemisphere in 1951 and 1937 and in the southern hemisphere in 1947. Allowing for a transformation from sine latitude to latitude, their slopes lie in the range 10-20 m s −1 and are comparable to the speeds of episodic poleward surges observed in longitudinally averaged maps of photospheric magnetic field (Howard & Labonte 1981; Wang et al. 2009 ). Thus, we suppose that these features are stalks of poleward surges that are not bright enough to be seen all the way to the poles.
We attempted to "normalize" the calcium intensities by dividing each Carrington map by its background intensity, taken to be the most frequently occurring value in its histogram (i.e., the mode). Despite this attempt, the enhancement of intensity appears much greater in cycle 19 (which peaked in 1958) than in the other sunspot cycles. Based on the appearance of individual Carrington maps and their histograms, we suspect that the excessive intensity during cycle 19 has an instrumental or observational origin.
However, we do not yet know what this origin is. Bertello et al. (2010) found an enhancement in the widths of the intensity histograms of individual images during cycle 19 and Tlatov et al. (2009) found a similar enhancement of the plage contrast during that time, also using calcium images from the Mount Wilson archives. However, Tlatov et al. (2009) did not find a cycleto-cycle variation in their measurements of calcium images obtained at the Kodaikanal Observatory, and speculated that the enhancements recorded on the Mount Wilson images were caused by a systematically narrower bandpass during cycle 19.
The less frequent appearance of disk filaments in our Carrington maps during cycles 15-17 suggests that the bandpass must have been wider during the early years at Mount Wilson than during the later years (cycles 18-21). This is also consistent with the increased visibility of sunspots during those years, as pointed out by Ermolli et al. (2009) and Foukal et al. (2009) . However, the visibility of filaments does not seem to be systematically greater during cycle 19 than during cycles 18 or 20 (or even 21). Consequently, we wonder if other instrumental or observational effects may contribute to the unique intensity profiles during cycle 19. It is plausible that contributions might come from the quality of the grating, the amount of scattered light in the spectrograph, and the characteristics of the photographic emulsion and processing, as well as a narrow spectral bandpass.
The top panel of Figure 13 contains scalloped regions along its upper and lower edges. The temporal locations of these dark indentations (autumn at the southern edge and spring at the northern edge) are consistent with the B 0 effect, caused by the 7.
• 25 tilt of the Sun's rotation axis relative to the ecliptic. However, the amplitude of the observed variation is neither constant with time nor symmetric between the two hemispheres. In principal, the 7.
• 25 annular change in B 0 corresponds to a 1% variation of sine latitude if the contributions come from regions near the central meridian, and to a 3% variation if the contributions come from 60
• away from the central meridian. The irregular cadence of "good" images would then produce temporal variations of amplitude, as observed. However, the effect is enhanced by an intensity reduction at the poorly observed polar limb and our inability to perform a bidirectional interpolation there. This causes the amplitude of the dark scalloping to increase with the contrast that is applied to the display.
Although we have not yet found a way to avoid this effect, we can reduce it by shifting the top panel by one year and then subtracting it from the original, unshifted panel. The middle panel of Figure 13 shows the resulting map (shifted leftward by 0.5 yr to center the difference signals on the original, unshifted features). The bottom panel shows the corresponding map when the vertical streaks are convoluted away before shifting and subtracting. Each of these panels shows a series of short tracks at high latitudes in each hemisphere, apparently indicating the poleward migration of prominences and the magnetic neutral lines that accompany them. Converting from sine latitude to latitude, we find that the slopes of these tracks correspond to speeds in the range ∼2-4 m s −1 . Thus, the magnetic neutral lines of the large-scale field move poleward at speeds that are much slower than the ∼10-20 m s −1 surges of flux that drive them.
In the middle and bottom panels of Figure 13 , we can see prominence migrations in the northern hemisphere during the rising phase of sunspot cycles 17-21 and in the southern hemisphere during the rising phase of cycles 18-21. In addition, multiple reversals seem to have occurred at both poles during cycle 19 and at the south pole in cycle 21. In these difference images, most of the tracks are two toned with leading-white/trailingblack signatures, as expected for dark disk filaments. However, during cycle 19, some of these tracks had reversed (leadingblack/trailing-white) signatures corresponding to bright features on the unsubtracted image. Thus, the enhanced visibility during cycle 19 seems to be revealing the poleward migration of bright regions of calcium emission as well as the dark disk filaments that accompany them.
The top panel of Figure 14 shows the butterfly diagram when the longitudinal average spans the 25 brightest pixels at each latitude. Our objective is to show the latitude distribution of enhanced calcium emission. Regardless of how the intensity is calibrated, there can be no doubt that cycle 19 contained a much wider latitudinal distribution of emission than any other cycle in this 70 year interval. High-latitude extensions indicate active regions as far poleward as 50
• -55
• (sine latitude approximately 0.8), and some fainter emission is visible all the way to the poles.
A filtered version of this display is shown in the middle panel. Here, the extra width of cycle 19 is clearly visible, especially compared to the relatively weak cycles 16 and 20. In cycle 19, the activity at high latitude is partially masked by the annual variations, but these annual variations can be reduced by a one year shift and subtraction, as shown in the bottom panel. At high latitudes in the favorable hemisphere (south in rotation 1346; north in rotation 1351), the short streaks in the east-west direction are caused by polar faculae, but in the unfavorable hemisphere, the enhanced areas along the edges of the maps are artifacts of the map construction. Now, the enhanced activity in 1958 is visible all the way to the poles.
The middle and lower panels also emphasize the extended interval of quiet conditions that occurred in the southern hemisphere in the mid-1960s between cycle 19 and 20. As we have mentioned previously, this lack of activity is comparable to the unusually quiet conditions that occurred in both hemispheres during the recent sunspot minimum in 2008-2009 and during the minimum that occurred in 1913, just prior to the start of the Carrington maps described in this paper (Sheeley 2010) .
The poor representation of poleward surges in these longitudinally averaged displays is not surprising. Poleward surges were neither visible in butterfly diagrams of photospheric faculae, derived from continuum images obtained with the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) on the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory during 1996 (Sheeley & Warren 2006 , nor in longitudinally averaged maps of the absolute value of the MDI photospheric field. Evidently, the magnetic polarity is essential for detecting the surges when averaging over longitude.
The so-called super-synoptic construction technique (Ulrich et al. 2002 ) is a convenient way of combining these maps without averaging them in longitude. The technique is very simple. We just squash the Carrington maps in longitude, reverse their east-west directions so that time runs continuously from left to right, and place the reversed minimaps in chronological order. It is the same technique that we have used previously to make height/time maps (so-called jmaps) to track coronal ejections outward from the Sun (Sheeley et al. 1999) . In this paper, we compress the longitudinal scale by a factor of nine, reducing the horizontal dimension of each Carrington map from 720 pixels to 80 pixels, and we display the resulting stackplots of these compressed maps in 1.8 yr segments.
The panels in Figure 15 span most of sunspot cycle 19. During the rising phase of the cycle (top panel), the growing belts of K-line emission are clearly visible. In addition, horizontal chains of two-toned features are faintly visible near the north and south poles during [1956] [1957] , with the white portion closer to the pole than the black portion. These structures correspond to dark polar crown filaments surrounding enhanced K-line emission in the polar regions. These features gradually contract toward the poles and disappear during 1956-1957, indicating the weakening and disappearance of the polar fields.
During 1957-1959 (second panel) , a sequence of curved features projects out of the southern-hemisphere activity belt and extends toward the south pole. Although these features begin as entirely white regions of enhanced K-line emission, they gradually develop dark areas along their equatorward sides. Individual Carrington maps indicate that these dark areas are disk filaments, which presumably separate the migrating flux from lower latitude regions of opposite polarity. A similar surge appears in the northern hemisphere during 1959-1960 (third panel) and again during 1960-1961 (bottom panel) . Like the southern-hemisphere surge during 1957-1959, both of these northern-hemisphere surges are two-toned, with dark prominence material along the equatorward sides of the migrating regions of enhanced K-line emission.
The southern-hemisphere surge bent horizontally to form an axisymmetric part of the high-latitude field above 60
• latitude in 1959 when large numbers of south polar faculae became visible (Sheeley 2008 ). The first northern-hemisphere surge reached 60
• latitude in 1960 and the second surge arrived there in 1961 to maintain the structure for three years, when large numbers of north polar faculae were visible. A longstanding puzzle is why the numbers of polar faculae decreased suddenly at the south pole in 1960 and at the north pole in 1962. Perhaps further study will reveal that these surges were bipolar, with leading polarity following trailing polarity to the poles. Figure 16 shows the evolution in 1966-1967 during the rising phase of cycle 20. This time, we see the increased activity, first in the north and then in the south. Poleward of the northern-hemisphere activity, two-toned structures are faintly visible migrating toward the north pole during 1966-1967, with the brighter side toward the pole. This polar crown prominence seems to disappear around 1967.5, corresponding to the disappearance of the north polar field. The formation of the south polar crown is just beginning at that time, as strong magnetic activity begins in the southern hemisphere. This observation supports previous studies which suggest that the formation and migration of the polar crown prominences accompany the onset of new-cycle activity (Ananthakrishnan 1952; Babcock 1961; Leighton 1964; Makarov & Sivaraman 1989) . Figure 17 shows the evolution during sunspot cycle 18. Segments of polar crown filaments are faintly visible in the north in 1946 during the rising phase of the cycle (top panel), but filaments are not visible in the south. We have already seen some of these filaments in Figure 8 . During 1947 During -1948 , a large poleward surge is visible in the southern hemisphere and another is faintly visible across the equator from it in the northern hemisphere. The southern-hemisphere surge corresponds to the poleward stream that we identified in the maps of CR1259 and CR1261 in Figure 7 . That stream had a polar crown filament along its poleward edge, indicating that the south polar field had not yet reversed.
Thus, unlike the cycle 19 surges, which seemed to be strengthening the new polar fields by adding more flux of the same polarity, this cycle 18 surge may have been weakening the old south polar field by adding flux of opposite polarity. Perhaps this is why these two surges during 1947-1948 died soon after reaching the pole and did not retain long-lived axisymmetric signatures like those that occurred in cycle 19. Even fainter surges are visible in the northern hemisphere in 1949-1950 and again in 1951-1952 (bottom panel) . These faint surges correspond to the steep stalks of emission that we found in the map of longitudinally averaged intensity (Figure 13 ).
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have described our procedure for making Carrington maps of Ca ii K-line intensity for the years 1915-1985 and we have provided a sample of those maps with our interpretations. In addition, we have attempted to summarize these maps in longitudinally averaged "butterfly" diagrams and in super-synoptic displays. The excessive brightness variations obtained during cycle 19 are consistent with the increased widths of the histograms measured by Bertello et al. (2010) and with the enhanced plage contrast measured by Tlatov et al. (2009) for the individual images in the Mount Wilson archive. Like those authors, we suppose that these brightness variations reflect unique characteristics of the instrument or observing procedure during this time, rather than special properties of the Sun.
On the other hand, a greater part of the butterfly diagram was covered by enhanced calcium emission during cycle 19 than during any other sunspot cycle. In fact, the increased activity at high latitudes and the correspondingly wider belts of activity caused the butterfly wings to be broader during cycle 19 than during earlier and later cycles. The eruption of flux at high latitude may have been responsible for the greater visibility of poleward migrating regions of enhanced calcium emission during cycle 19 than during the other cycles.
By averaging out the B 0 variations, we were able to enhance the visibility of poleward migrating disk filaments during cycles 17-21, and therefore to infer the times of polar field reversal during those cycles. These filaments showed a 2-4 m s poleward migration speed, which is significantly lower than the 10-20 m s −1 speed with which flux typically moves poleward from its origin in the sunspot belts (Howard & Labonte 1981) . This suggests that flux is carried to the poles in relatively small amounts which gradually chip away at the much larger fluxes of opposite polarity that accumulated there during the previous cycle.
A detailed examination of the middle and bottom panels of Figure 13 reveals multiple tracks going poleward in both hemispheres during cycle 19. From a study of Hα synoptic charts, Makarov & Sivaraman (1989) In general, the butterfly diagrams of enhanced calcium emission do not show the classic poleward surges of flux that are so prominent on longitudinally averaged maps of photospheric magnetic field. As discussed previously (Sheeley & Warren 2006) , this may be partly due to the lack of a sign that distinguishes trailing polarity from leading polarity in the calcium maps. However, the reduced visibility of the calcium surges may also be due to the relatively low sensitivity of the calcium emission to magnetic fields, especially for weak fields spreading away from their sources in the activity belts.
We were able to track some of these poleward surges during cycles 18 and 19 by using super-synoptic displays, which avoid the longitudinally averaging process of the conventional butterfly diagrams. In these displays, the surges shoot out relatively quickly from the sunspot belts at speeds on the order of 10-20 m s −1 , and eventually form symmetrized patterns that drift slowly to the poles at speeds of 2-4 m s −1 . We are beginning to study these poleward motions by comparing the super-synoptic maps with the frames of a time-lapse movie spanning the entire interval 1915-1985. This movie provides a rapid way of examining the maps and revealing the origin and evolution of individual magnetic structures. We have already used it to select Carrington maps for this paper and expect it to be useful for comparing the magnetic activities of different sunspot cycles as we move farther into the data analysis phase of this research.
